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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Many reports exist of the cardiovascular toxicity of smoked cannabis but none of arterial stiffness measures or vascular age (VA). In view of its diverse toxicology, the possibility that cannabis-exposed patients may be ageing more quickly requires investigation.

Design: Cross-sectional and longitudinal, observational. Prospective.

Setting: Single primary care addiction clinic in Brisbane, Australia.

Participants: 11 cannabis-only smokers, 504 tobacco-only smokers, 114 tobacco and cannabis smokers and 534 non-smokers. Exclusions: known cardiovascular disease or therapy or acute exposure to alcohol, amphetamine, heroin or methadone.

Intervention: Radial arterial pulse wave tonometry (AtCor, SphygmoCor, Sydney) performed opportunistically and sequentially on patients between 2006 and 2011.

Main outcome measure: Algorithmically calculated VA. Secondary outcomes: other central haemodynamic variables.

Results: Differences between group chronological ages (CA, 30.47±0.48 to 40.36±2.44, mean±SEM) were controlled with linear regression. Between-group sex differences were controlled by single-sex analysis. Mean cannabis exposure among patients was 37.67±7.16 g-years. In regression models controlling for CA, Body Mass Index (BMI), time and inhalant group, the effect of cannabis use on VA was significant in males (p=0.0156) and females (p=0.0084). The effect size in males was 11.84%. A dose–response relationship was demonstrated with lifetime exposure (p<0.002) additional to that of tobacco and opioids. In both sexes, the effect of cannabis was robust to adjustment and was unrelated to its acute effects. Significant power interactions between cannabis exposure and the square and cube of CA were demonstrated (from p=0.002).

Conclusions: Cannabis is an interactive cardiovascular risk factor (additional to tobacco and opioids), shows a prominent dose–response effect and is robust to adjustment. Cannabis use is associated with an acceleration of the cardiovascular age, which is a powerful surrogate for the organismal–biological age.

INTRODUCTION

With increasing availability of cannabis derivatives in many parts of North America, and intensifying research on the physiology and pharmacology of the endocannabinoid system, cannabinoids are becoming increasingly prominent on the public and research agenda. The Global Burden of Disease project identified that cannabis abuse had a global prevalence of 13 625 000 and was associated with 396 000 years of life lived with disability (YLD), a figure which has increased by 22% from 1990 to 2013. Moreover, as substance abuse and mental illness were...
some of the five major causes of increasing YLD globally, and with the role of cannabis now established as a gateway drug to various drug dependency syndromes, with several serious psychological disorders, it is likely that its impact on the global YLD may be larger than is usually measured.

While cannabinoid toxicology is well established in the respiratory and neurological–psychiatric literature, it is less well known that a variety of fascinating studies also exist which portray its effects on the cardiovascular system. The effects of cannabinoids on the cardiovascular system are currently believed to be mediated by several signalling systems and intracellular transduction pathways. These include the cannabinoid receptor type 1 (CB1R), cannabinoid receptor type 2 (CBR2), vaniloid, prostanoid, lysophospholipid and unidentified endocannabinoid pathways, among others, which interact in complex ways with immune active cells and cytokines, all of which are subject to increasingly complex levels of epigenetic regulation. Case reports exist of serious adverse effects including supraventricular and ventricular arrhythmias, coronary thrombosis, sudden cardiac death, asystole, angina, epicardial coronary spasm and microvascular mediated no-flow phenomena frequently in very young patients or patients without other cardiovascular risk factors which have been recently collated. A threefold to fivefold elevation of all causes and cardiac death has been shown within 1 hour of cannabis use in cross-sectional and longitudinal studies. A large longitudinal study of 1913 individuals showed a dose–response relationship between cannabis exposure and cardiovascular mortality. Both acute strokes and reversible cerebral vasoconstriction syndrome have been reported in a number of case reports particularly from France, with the mean age of the patients much younger than usual at 32–33 years of age. Moreover the very complexity of endocannabinoid vascular physiology implies that it is both nuanced and interactive as CB1-mediated effects are often pro- and CB2-effects anti-vasculitic and -arteriopathic. Cannabis is now believed to contain 104 cannabinoid compounds. As cannabis use becomes more widespread a more complete appreciation of its clinical presentations becomes an increasing imperative.

Implicit within its diverse multi-system toxicological profile, which also includes an association with cancers of several sites, is the distinct possibility that it may be altering the underlying rate of ageing of the whole organism. Immune modulation–oxidative stress and epigenetic change are believed to be major drivers of the ageing process, and cannabinoids are now known to be involved in both. Cannabinoids have also been linked with stem cell physiology as well as increased mitochondrial uncoupling and oxyradical flux. Moreover, it is established in cardiovascular medicine that since the majority of deaths in western nations are due to cardiovascular causes, one’s cardiovascular age is a powerful surrogate for organismal or biological age. Many stem cell niches have a vascular component. It follows therefore that if one could measure cardiovascular age, a surrogate for organismal age could be established and one could test the hypothetical link between cannabis use and the ageing process.

Indeed, just such an opportunity was afforded recently in our clinic with the secondary analysis of a longitudinal cardiovascular database. Encoded cannabis use details in text format were available. The AtCor SphygmoCor system measures arterial stiffness and links it algorithmically to vascular–biological age. As we see both general and drug-addicted patients and as cannabis use is common among the latter group, it was decided to undertake the present analysis.

METHODS

Patient selection

Patients were not selected. Patients presenting to the clinic were studied in consecutive order in accordance with the dictates of workflow on the day of presentation. Patients were restudied, again opportunistically, on presentation to the clinic at approximately the 2-year and 5-year marks. Opioid-dependent patients were prescribed buprenorphine both at presentation and throughout their care.

Our clinic sees 250–350 patients weekly. We have worked in addiction medicine since 1998. We have seen more than 2699 of the ~5500 known registered opioid-dependent patients in Queensland.

Radial arterial pulse wave tonometry (RAPWT)

Radial arterial pulse wave tonometry (RAPWT) was performed with the Atcor SphygmoCor (Sydney, Australia) system V.7.0 as previously described. Patients were positioned supine on a bed and the radial arterial pulse wave was sampled using a probe containing a Millar micromanometer sensor. Input biophysical data were analysed by the SphygmoCor software. Accepted studies were required to have an Operator Index >70% and to be technically satisfactory. All studies were performed in quintuplicate. The central waveform was standardised against the brachial blood pressure obtained sphygmonometrically using an Omron HEM-907 automated blood pressure device (Tokyo, Japan). Many indices were collected from this system including central and peripheral pressure augmentation, timing indices and pressure indices. The vascular and reference ages (VA, RA) were calculated internally by the software from an algorithm matching the degree of arterial stiffening with height, age and sex. Patients were allowed to eat, drink and smoke prior to study.

Demographic and laboratory data

At the time RAPWT was performed, patients were asked about drug use and the duration for which these drugs had been used. Patients usually quantified cannabis use as cones/day, which equates to ~0.1 g/day. They were
also asked when they had last used drugs, including tobacco, as this can affect the RAPWT result. This information was entered as notes into a RAPWT database. The RAPWT data were linked with our clinical pathology database. Clinical pathology testing of our patients was performed by Queensland Medical Laboratories, which are accredited to both the Australian Standard AS-15189 and the International Laboratory Standard ISO-9001. Data are listed as mean±SEM. Blood was drawn at initial presentation and as clinically indicated thereafter and also on an approximately annual basis to update their clinical profiles. Laboratory data from the time of their RAPWT was combined with the clinical and RAPWT data for analysis.

Statistics
Data were held in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets (Redmond, Washington, USA). All data shown are listed as mean (±SEM). Categorical data were compared using EpiInfo 7.1.4.0 from Centres for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, USA. Bivariate analysis was conducted using Statistica V.7.1 (Statsoft Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA). All t-tests were two-tailed. Linear regression was performed in 'R' V.3.2.3 from the Cloud Central R Archive Network (CRAN) mirror using the base, reshape, ggplot2, and nlmle packages. In order to comply with normality assumptions, continuous variables were log transformed as indicated by the Shapiro test. Time-dependent analyses were conducted using repeated measures non-linear mixed effects restricted maximum likelihood estimator (REML) models with unity and the patient's unique identifier as random effects. Models were fitted as suggested by loess plots and quantitatively using analysis of variance (ANOVA) models. Repeated measures models were compared by maximum likelihood (ML) methods. Model reduction was conducted classically, with the progressive elimination of the least significant term. Missing data were casewise deleted. To calculate effect sizes, mean dependent variable parameters (age, BMI and time) were used together with the coefficient estimates obtained from the final regression models. Standard abbreviations relating to statistical models such as degrees of freedom (DF), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and Log-likelihood ratio (Log.Lik) are used. p<0.05 was considered significant.

Ethics
All patients gave informed consent to the performance of the RAPWT and the inclusion of their anonymised data in the present analysis. The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of South City Medical Centre, which is registered with the National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia. The study was compliant with the Declaration of Helsinki.

RESULTS
Data from 13 657 RAPWT studies were collected from 1553 patients. Three hundred and ninety cases were excluded because of exposure to conditions (hypertension, drug withdrawal) or medications (amphetamine, alcohol, heroin), which were known to interfere with central cardiovascular status. Cocaine use was not reported by our patients. Cocaine use in Australia is very uncommon outside of Sydney and outside of certain sociodemographically restricted subgroups. Methadone has also been shown by our group to perturb cardiovascular status32 and was therefore also excluded. This left 1163 patients including 817 (70.25%) males. The breakdown by study group is shown in figure 1, and by age,
group and sex in table 1. The 1163 patients included in this study were studied by RAPWT on 1968 occasions. Patients were categorised by their inhalant use as being complete non-smokers, smokers of tobacco only, smokers of cannabis only, or smokers of both. As shown, only 11/125 (8.80%) tobacco and/or cannabis smokers smoked cannabis only, and only 31/292 (10.62%) studies of cannabis and/or tobacco smokers were performed (recurrently) on cannabis-only subjects.

Detailed comparative drug use and demographic data are given in table 1, along with selected bivariate group comparisons. Table 1 also shows that the proportion of patients in each group dosing on buprenorphine was different. For the purposes of this analysis, these differences were disregarded as there are few reports of the cardiovascular toxicity of buprenorphine, the dose was lowest in the cannabis group and therefore in the reverse direction from the effects herein described, the mean buprenorphine dose in the cannabis-only group was only 5.05±1.2 mg which is very low, and the previously reported effect is of low magnitude. This issue is considered in detail in an accompanying Statistical Appendix including online supplementary figures S1–S4 and tables S1–S5. Bivariate comparisons showed significant differences in several augmentation indices. Comparative clinical laboratory data from the time of patients’ initial presentation is shown in online supplementary table S6. Further detailed cardiovascular data are shown in online supplementary table S7.

It is important to note that the mean cannabis use in the groups exposed to cannabis was much higher than that seen in many reports from developed nations (table 1). The overall cannabis use was 37.67±7.16 g-years (mean±SEM) and median 32.5 (range 1–135), which is much higher than seen by other widely quoted authors.33

Figure 2 shows various cardiovascular age-related parameters as a function of chronological age (CA), and similar indices are shown as a function of time in online supplementary figure S5. Online supplementary figures S6 and S7 show similar data with loess curves fitted.

As indicated in tables 1 and 2, online supplementary figures S5–S9 and as previously noted in earlier reports,34 BMI is a particularly important variable to control for in these analyses as it follows different time courses between groups. In a mixed-effects model regressing BMI against CA, time and inhalant group, the age–cannabis interaction was significant (est.=−0.0108, DF=736, t=−2.0668, p=0.0391) and the age–cannabis-and-tobacco group bordered on significance (est.=−0.0066, DF=736, t=−1.8923, p=0.0588; model AIC=−3366.4, BIC=−3327.3, Log.Lik=1690.2).

The relationship between the (log) vascular age (VA) and the (log) CA, (log) BMI, time and inhalant group was best described in males by a cubic mixed-effects model (linear maximum likelihood final model, AIC=713.67, DF=28, Log. Ratio=19.65, p=0.0202) including significant terms for the interaction between the square of CA and cannabis exposure (est.=1.722, DF=470, p=0.0156, respectively; model AIC=819.283, BIC=964.58, Log.Lik=−381.64). Among females, when the VA/CA ratio was regressed against time, (log) BMI and inhalant exposure group, the time–cannabis interaction was significant (est.=−0.0922, DF=241, t=−2.6557, p=0.0084; model AIC=402.25, BIC=433.16, Log.Lik=−194.12).

No acute pressor cardiovascular effects of cannabis exposure were detectable in the data set in this study as suggested by online supplementary figure S10; which may be interpreted as mainly showing the predominance of the vasodilatory effect of cannabinoids in the medium-term postexposure period (analysis not presented).

Gender was also found to be a significant factor (see online supplementary figures S11 and S12). When the VA/CA ratio was regressed against CA, time, BMI and sex, the BMI–time–male sex and time–male sex interactions were significant (est.=−0.0657 and −0.02147, DF=724, t=2.636 and −2.620, p=0.0086 and 0.0090; model AIC=1209.83, BIC=1315.78, Log.Lik=−585.91). However, as there was only a single female patient in the cannabis-only group, this measure cannot be regarded as robust. This female had five measurements taken on her over time, but died at the age of 35 years from breast cancer.

As figures 1 and online supplementary figure S5 suggest that cannabis-exposed patients may be ageing faster than other groups, it was of interest to quantify these effects. Among males, the VA/CA ratio was regressed against CA, time, BMI and inhalant group. A final mixed-effects model was obtained (AIC=821.715, BIC=920.438, Log.Lik=−391.857) which indicated an 11.84% advance of the VA over CA at a mean age of 34.85 years, thus indicating a 4.12-year gain to 38.98 years. This exercise was not possible in females as the model failed to converge. However, a simpler mixed-effects model, based on online supplementary figure S12 regressed the VA/CA ratio against age and inhalant group (AIC=392.099, BIC=429.818, Log.Lik=−186.349). Insertion of coefficients into this model indicated that at age 45, females had an 8.35% increase of VA over CA, a 3.75-year advance.

The next question relates to a possible dose-duration effect with lifetime cannabis exposure. Figure 3 shows the dose–response effect when the log (VA/CA) ratio is plotted against lifetime cannabis exposure. In a linear regression model of VA against CA and lifetime cannabis exposure, the exposure is significant (est.=−0.9188, T=−3.645, p=0.0017) and the CA–cannabis exposure is also significant (est.=0.2451, t=4.091, p=0.0006; model Adj. R Squ.=0.4239, F=8.727, DF=2, 19, p=0.0020). When VA is regressed against CA and dose and duration considered separately in a mixed-effects model, the cannabis duration is significant (est.=−2.057, DF=21, t=−4.896, p=0.0001) and the CA–cannabis duration interaction is significant (est.=−0.4563, DF=17, t=5.824, p=0.0001; model AIC=37.129, BIC=45.317, Log. Lik. =−13.565).
## Table 1  Demographic, drug use and cardiovascular data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>None (534)</th>
<th>Tobacco (504)</th>
<th>THC (11)</th>
<th>Both (114)</th>
<th>THC-None p Value</th>
<th>THC-Tob p Value</th>
<th>THC-Both p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chronological age (years)</td>
<td>30.47 (0.48)</td>
<td>33.33 (0.40)</td>
<td>40.36 (2.44)</td>
<td>34.56 (0.88)</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>0.0100</td>
<td>0.0491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. In longitudinal series</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>937</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>270</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male, N (%)</td>
<td>371 (69.5%)</td>
<td>356 (70.6%)</td>
<td>10 (90.9%)</td>
<td>80 (70.2%)</td>
<td>0.2293</td>
<td>0.2610</td>
<td>0.2536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>173.64 (0.38)</td>
<td>173.65 (0.37)</td>
<td>180 (1.83)</td>
<td>173.71 (0.95)</td>
<td>0.0172</td>
<td>0.0132</td>
<td>0.0077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>73.61 (0.65)</td>
<td>74.63 (0.67)</td>
<td>80.73 (5.28)</td>
<td>70.39 (1.28)</td>
<td>0.1211</td>
<td>0.1887</td>
<td>0.0204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Mass Index (kg/m^2)</td>
<td>24.35 (0.18)</td>
<td>24.66 (0.19)</td>
<td>24.84 (1.48)</td>
<td>23.22 (0.32)</td>
<td>0.7043</td>
<td>0.8921</td>
<td>0.1505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Drug use

- **Tobacco**
  - Cigarettes/day: 0.2 (0.1), 17.27 (0.42), 0 (0), 19.95 (0.92)
  - Years of tobacco: 14, 21.37 (2.17), 23.6 (4.99)
  - Packet-years tobacco: 0, 19.74 (1.75), 19.1 (3.55)
  - Minutes after tobacco: 30 (9.87), 115.61 (15.37), 90 (7.61)

- **Opioids**
  - Buprenorphine dose (mg): 7.44 (0.97), 6.49 (0.24), 5.05 (1.20), 7.25 (0.60)
  - Dosing buprenorphine, N (%): 52 (9.7%), 402 (79.7%), 4 (36.4%), 83 (72.8%)
  - Heroin dose (g): 0.06 (0.01), 0.43 (0.02), 0.37 (0.03)
  - Heroin duration (years): 1.84 (0.31), 11.02 (0.41), 11.11 (0.85)
  - Heroin exposure (g-years): 0.93 (0.2), 5.47 (0.35), 5.13 (0.59)

- **Cannabis**
  - Cannabis use (g/d, cones=0.1 g/d): 0 (0), 0.06 (0.04), 17.45 (5.65), 10.5 (1.32)
  - Cannabis duration (years): 0, 28.5 (8.5), 8.5 (3.5), 18.94 (2.65)
  - Cannabis exposure (g-years): 60 (45.17), 952.5 (320.4), 842.34 (81.11)

### Cardiovascular parameters

- **Central augmentation**
  - Vascular age: 32.87 (0.69), 36.22 (0.77), 56.91 (7.86), 39.65 (1.63)
  - Vascular age/chronological age: 1.09 (0.02), 1.09 (0.02), 1.4 (0.19), 1.15 (0.04)
  - Log (vascular age/chronological age): 0.02 (0.01), 0.01 (0.01), 0.1 (0.06), 0.04 (0.01)
  - Vascular age—chronological age: 2.35 (0.53), 2.87 (0.63), 16.46 (6.75), 5.06 (1.26)
  - Central augmentation index (C_AI): 111.39 (0.84), 113.88 (0.8), 133.27 (7.16), 118.98 (1.77)
  - Central augmentation pressure at HR=75 (C_AP): 2.05 (0.22), 3.02 (0.21), 7.27 (1.8), 4.02 (0.44)
  - Central augmented press./pulse Ht. Ratio at HR=75 (C_AGPH_HR75): 5.37 (0.57), 7.86 (0.56), 17.73 (3.99), 10.88 (1.12)
  - Central pulse height (C_PH): 35.15 (0.31), 36.29 (0.31), 40.36 (2.32), 38.09 (0.65)
  - Central augmentation load (C_AL): 8.27 (0.24), 8.59 (0.22), 12.55 (1.74), 9.04 (0.42)
  - Pulse pressure amplification ratio (PPAmpRatio): 156.82 (0.83), 154.06 (0.84), 135.55 (4.88), 148.63 (1.78)

Data are listed as mean (±SEM). THC is an abbreviation for tetrahydrocannabinol, the major psychoactive cannabinoid present in cannabis plants. The three columns on the extreme right of this table list the p values for the two-way, two-tailed comparison of the groups specified in the column headings. The statistical test used was Student’s t-test. HR, heart rate.
An important issue in cannabis toxicity is its quantitative relationship to tobacco toxicity. It was not clear whether it would be possible to demonstrate a difference with our limited numbers of cannabis-only-exposed patients. This question was addressed by assigning the tobacco-only group as the comparator group when regressing the VA against CA and the inhalant group. In a mixed-effects model cubic in CA (better than linear, ANOVA test: AIC=1090.08 and 1064.32, DF=18 and 10, L.Ratio=41.762, p<0.0001), the CA-cannabis interaction, cannabis exposure, and the square of CA and cannabis interaction were significant (est.=-2.989, 5.878, -11.282, DF all=725, t=-2.766, 2.51 and -2.289, p=0.0058, 0.01120 and 0.0223; model AIC=1101.7, BIC=1202.08 and Log.Lik.=-532.85).

Similarly, our group has previously shown that opioid exposure was linked with accelerated cardiovascular ageing in both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies. It was thus of interest to determine if the apparent cardiovascular effect of cannabis could be quantitatively differentiated from that of opioids. As noted, patients currently on methadone were excluded from the present analysis. When the (log) VA/CA ratio was regressed against terms for both cannabis and opioid dose and duration of exposure, terms for cannabis duration and use level remained significant from p=0.0051 and p=0.0100, respectively (see online supplementary table S8 for details).

Finally, it was of interest to consider if the effect of cannabis was independent of, or possibly additive to other known cardiovascular risk factors. In males, the log VA was regressed against interactive terms in CA, BMI, cannabis and tobacco use, and also additive terms (to limit the number of potential interactions) in brachial systolic pressure, cholesterol, high density lipoprotein (HDL), Low density lipoprotein (LDL), pulse rate and high sensitivity C reactive protein. In exploratory analyses, inclusion of the time since cannabis and tobacco consumption was not significant, so these terms were omitted from the regression models. As shown in table 2, the interaction between CA, BMI and cannabis use was significant (p=0.0127). In females with a smaller
## Table 2  Multiple regression

### Cross-sectional models—linear regression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Parameter values</th>
<th>Model values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males, cross-sectional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age: systolic pressure</td>
<td>0.1744</td>
<td>0.0242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic pressure</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic pressure</td>
<td>−0.9205</td>
<td>0.3919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females, cross-sectional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age: systolic pressure</td>
<td>0.1744</td>
<td>0.0242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI: systolic pressure</td>
<td>0.4896</td>
<td>0.1519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>−2.4585</td>
<td>0.7665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis use</td>
<td>5.626</td>
<td>1.8139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis use: systolic pressure</td>
<td>−1.118</td>
<td>0.3744</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Longitudinal model—mixed effects repeated measures model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Parameter values</th>
<th>Model values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age: systolic pressure</td>
<td>0.2153</td>
<td>0.0193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age: tobacco use: systolic pressure</td>
<td>0.1574</td>
<td>0.0483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco use: systolic pressure</td>
<td>−0.5651</td>
<td>0.1750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age: BMI: tobacco use: systolic pressure</td>
<td>−0.0170</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI: tobacco use: systolic pressure</td>
<td>0.0587</td>
<td>0.0214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco use</td>
<td>1.8059</td>
<td>0.6196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age: tobacco use</td>
<td>−0.4930</td>
<td>0.1831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis use: tobacco use</td>
<td>0.6505</td>
<td>0.2420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age: cannabis use: tobacco use</td>
<td>−0.1844</td>
<td>0.0692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI: cannabis use: tobacco use</td>
<td>−0.1956</td>
<td>0.0757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age: BMI: cannabis use: Tobacco use</td>
<td>0.0556</td>
<td>0.0217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic pressure</td>
<td>0.2866</td>
<td>0.1250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AIC, Akaike Information Criterion; BIC, Bayesian Information Criterion; BMI, Body Mass Index; DF, degrees of freedom.
data set, the log RA/CA ratio was regressed against the same group of independent variables. Again cannabis use remained significant from $p=0.0036$ (details in table 2). Owing to technical difficulties with the female sample, both sexes were analysed together in the longitudinal study by mixed-effects modelling using a model similar to that described above for males. Cannabis terms were significant from $p=0.0080$ (table 2).

**DISCUSSION**

The results demonstrate for the first time that patients exposed to cannabis demonstrate an advanced cardiovascular age in a longitudinal time series. This cross-sectional and longitudinal study of 1163 patients excluded patients known to be affected by cardiovascular disease or medication. The level of cannabis exposure in our group was much higher than that commonly reported in developed nations which is an important methodological issue, particularly in the context of more widespread use of more potent formulations.245 The results demonstrate for the first time that patients exposed to cannabis demonstrate an advanced cardiovascular age in a longitudinal clinical series. The effect size in males was quantified as 11.84% at the mean CA. A dose–response effect was demonstrated ($p=0.0017$, 0.0001 and <0.0001). When directly tested against tobacco there was an additional effect of lifetime cannabis exposure (from $p=0.0058$). Similarly, when compared with opioid dependence from which methadone had been excluded, cannabis use remained significant (from $p=0.0051$). Statistical adjustment for the acute effects of cannabis and tobacco did not account for these findings. When tested in multivariate mixed-effects models, terms for cannabis exposure remained significant in interaction with known cardiovascular risk factors after adjustment. Moreover, the effect of cannabis was shown to be related by power functions to the square and cube of the CA (BMI and tobacco analyses and online supplementary tables S1 and S3) suggesting that these effects became much more marked with advancing age.

While these findings relate primarily to the cardiovascular system (CVS), the centrality of the CVS to the ageing process, at both the macrovascular and microvascular and particularly stem cell niche levels, implies that the findings may be generalised across the organism and demonstrate an organism-wide acceleration of the ageing process. The implication of the study is that the diverse and varied toxicological profile of cannabis dependence—and even occasional use—is not happening randomly or in separate systems isolated from each other but may be linked to a coordinated degenerative organism-wide process, which often appears clinically as an advanced ageing process, and has now been quantified to indeed be so. This study is strictly observational.
and is not designed mechanistically. However, the conceptual perspective from which the study was conceived is uniquely from ageing medicine. This the first time cannabis dependence has been considered as a disorder of ageing, and it brings to the varied field of the toxicology of cannabis new and conceptualizing insights from ageing medicine whereby previously reported disparate findings of immune modulation, impaired mitochondrial function, epigenetic change and drift, microvascular and immune mediated effects on stem cell niches, and hypothalamic-limbic system dysfunction can be brought into coherent and meaningful conceptual focus.

Some consideration of the cardiovascular physiology of cannabinoids is also of interest. A diverse array of receptor subtypes, ion channels, intracellular transduction signalling cascades and epigenetic mechanisms has been implicated in the cardiovascular effects of various cannabinoids. Receptors which have been implicated largely in animal studies include CB1, eCB, cholinergic cannabinoid receptors which have been implicated in the cardiovascular effects of various cannabinoids is also of interest. A diverse array of cannabinoids have been shown on occasion to act biphasically - for example, on the cardiovascular system. Some cannabinoid receptors have been implicated in the cardiovascular effects of various cannabinoids, including Akt (protein kinase B), p38 and c-Jun kinases, mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK), extracellular related kinase (ERK), p38 and c-Jun kinases, nitric oxide, and GPR55 via endothelium-dependent channel inhibition. Several signalling cascades have been implicated including Akt (protein kinase B), p38 and c-Jun kinases, mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK), extracellular related kinase (ERK), p38 and c-Jun kinases, nitric oxide, and GPR55 via endothelium-dependent mechanisms and endothelium-independent mechanisms. Epigenetic mechanisms induced by miRNA-655 and others have also been implicated.

Cannabinoid-induced epigenetic effects have also been shown to act transgenerationally. Interestingly, cannabinoids have been shown on occasion to act biphasically on CVS with initialpressor and tachycardic effects, and decreased cardiac perfusion, followed by depressor hypotensive and bradycardic periods, mediated alternately by vanilloid and CB1 receptors, or sympathetic-parasympathetic-vagal fluctuations, respectively. Clearly, these effects would account for the increased clinical presentations after acute exposure. It is likely that with chronic use habituation develops to some degree to many of these cardiovascular effects.

The study has several strengths including its dually cross-sectional and longitudinal design, the use of advanced statistical methods and modelling, the use of an advanced systems for cardiovascular monitoring, the coordination of clinical and laboratory data, and its wide ranging conceptual framework. Importantly, the level of cannabis exposure in our group was significant, so that the chance of a false negative finding from inadequate exposure among the study population, as has been seen elsewhere, is correspondingly reduced. The weaknesses in the study relate to the reliance on patient recall and history for drug use data, which opens the study to uncontrolled confounding. There are also only a small number of cannabis-only patients. Of 125 patients reporting cannabis use, only 11 claimed to use cannabis exclusively. This is likely to be a common limitation of many clinic-based studies where drug use is not tightly controlled. Contrariwise, its real world location in a primary care clinic makes the findings more likely to be generalisable. The potential generalisability of our study would relate mainly to the amounts of cannabis consumed. As noted, while the amounts of cannabis to which our subjects were exposed was greater than that described in published reports from earlier decades, it seems clear that the amount of cannabis consumed in many places is rising related to its increasing availability and increasing potency combined with the popular misunderstanding relating to its supposed relative safety and benignity as an addictive substance. Most of our cannabis-exposed patients were also prescribed low dose buprenorphine (mean of 5 mg), but this has been shown to likely have a negligible effect on the results reported. The use of drug testing and a formal instrument for cannabis exposure would be improvements, which could be employed in future iterations or replications of the study. Many other methods of determining biological age have since been described and are applicable to the problems of addiction medicine. The epigenetic method discovered by Horvath, and reported to be robust across many cell types and disorders, is of particular interest as it has an unusually low variance which would allow the sensitive determination of small effects from relatively limited sample sizes.

Overall, this study raises important issues for public concern and further research. It is clear from these data that cannabis use is associated with an acceleration of the ageing process as measured by its surrogate cardiovascular age based on arterial stiffness and the known relationship of vascular health to general mortality and the centrality of microvascular integrity to the health and maintenance of many stem cell niches. The present work raises the real concern that diverse reports of cannabis-related harms are in fact related not just to organ-specific disorders and free radical flux but to an overall acceleration of the ageing process in these patients which may be expected to become more clinically prominent as cannabis use becomes more widespread, apparently driven in no small part by commercial interests. As such, the findings reported in this study should be of concern to public health authorities and policymakers alike, and indeed to the wider
community. There are many ways to extend these findings including by studies of circulating stem cells and epigenetic age, and such refinements and increasingly sophisticated investigations of these questions is amply justified in view of the rapidly gathering public health situation, which is clearly building internationally.
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